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Utilizing a Race Equity Framework
to Eliminate Barriers

What road sign represents your
race equity journey?…

What do you see?…

Equality vs. Equity vs.
Liberation

Iceberg Model
Conscious

Food

Surface culture

Music
Literature

Language
Communication
Notions of leadership, beauty

Deep culture

Facial expressions, gestures, etc..

Unconscious

Preconscious

Approach to decisions, problem
solving, religion
Attitude towards elders,
work, authority, race

Dimensions of Diversity

Roadmap

Equity-Minded

◼

Color Conscious
◼
◼
◼

Affirmations, experiences, identity
Racialized programs and impact
Willingness to assume responsibility for the
elimination of inequitable practices

Deficit-minded
◼

Deficit-minded
◼

Color-blind
◼
◼

◼

“I don’t see race”
“I see one race-human race”

Common Phrases
◼
◼

They will more than likely re-offend
They come from a place which doesn’t value life

How do we do better?

Common Shared Language

Define Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
What is your “WHY”?

Let’s define…Diversity

Diversity is an
understanding of how
individual and group
differences contribute to
the diverse thoughts,
knowledge, and
experiences.

Let’s define…Equity

Equity prioritizes the
creation of opportunities
for Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (BIPOC)
individuals to have equal
outcomes.

Let’s define…Inclusion

Inclusion is an active,
intentional, and on-going
engagement with diversity
across communities to
increase awareness, content
knowledge and empathic
understanding of the
complex ways individuals
interact within systems and
institutions.

Framework Elements

Awareness

Capacity
Building

Action

Change Management Model

Our Filters
What we hear
What we see
How we solve
problems
What we don’t
see

Perceptual
Identity/
Diversity
Norms and
Expectations

Distinctions
Interpretation

Emotional Reaction

Closing
thoughts/Questions…
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The Framework Design (Modeled after Stanford University)
Action (Plan)
Emphasize
What are the needs?
Seek stories
Uncover emotions
Define
What are we trying to solve?
Reframe problem statements
Infer insights
Ideate
What can we do?
Brainstorm radical ideas
Suspend judgment
Prototype
What do we actually do?
Build to think & learn
Role play to understand context

Test
How do we proceed?
Embrace failure
Gain deeper empathy
Assess
What am I bringing in?
Openly giving & receiving
feedback
Guidelines for evaluating
Reflect
How did I show up?

Ask (Do)
Did we:
• Create a space for silence and understanding
• Encourage vulnerability
• Honor ground rules
Did we:
• Show empathy
• Treat people with dignity
• Meet individuals where they are
Did we:
• Work towards sustainable outcomes
• Employ the use of evidence-based practices
Did we:
• Make an intentional shift for bold initiatives
• Obtain feedback

Did we:
• Access specific data metrics
• Identify what we learned
• Consider what to do differently
Did we:
• Acknowledge bias, power, identity etc…
• Give and receive feedback
Did we:
• See if there were still unanswered questions
• Climate and temperature check (ouch!)

When to move on (Check & Act)
We made a collective effort to think,
reflect and present
issues/problems/concerns.
We did our best to seek to understand
and then to be understood to address
the issue, problem, concern (elephant in
and out of the room)
We engaged in exploratory
ideas/solutions and identified potential
ones to address the
issue/problem/concern.
We identified specific areas to address.

Four areas: Resources (Community
and County), Evidence-based
Practices, Policy and Procedure
(System Change) and Workforce
(Hiring, Retention, and Recruitment)
[See Examples]
We selected an option and sought out
lessons learned

We practiced self-awareness of
emotions.

We noticed, focused, and reflected on
our actions, emotions and insights.
We are all on this journey together.
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RACIAL EQUITY ROADMAP
Starting point:
1. Begin with a growth-focused mindset
2. Start with common language and the “why”
3. Watch “The Look” (https://us.pg.com/talkaboutbias/) and follow the guidebook
(customize the questions provided to align with what you are seeking)
4. Assess where your organization is at (choose one)
a. Conduct the GARE race equity assessment
b. Conduct Red, Yellow, Green System race equity assessment (Minnesota
Diversity, Equity and Belonging (MNDEB)
5. Create and Identify Core principles and Guiding Statements
6. Identify which department or unit you will begin the work [Four Areas]
7. Identify a committee, team, or taskforce
8. Monthly check in meetings to ensure forward movement
9. Accountability
a. How will you hold each other accountable?
i. All jurisdictions will set certain key performance indicators (KPIs)
1. Identify what those key performance indicators (KPIs) will be
ii. Create a dashboard that will identify key shared metrics to review across
jurisdictions (group accountability)
1. Have an agreed upon report that all directors will share their KPIs
and outcomes (i.e. comp plan, other plan)
iii. Determine a report out structure to the race equity committee, jurisdiction,
etc…
b. Check emotions
i. Start each meeting with a simple check-in
ii. Virtual (use emojis)
10. Follow the framework design and build this into your strategy work for your organization
11. Self-care should be practiced and it is ongoing (EAP, peer support, etc…)
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Racial Equity Assessment Tool: Red, Yellow, Green System (MNDEB)
Directions: For each question, choose one of the following:
• Red Light: Our organization has not gone there
• Yellow Light: Our organization has started conversations about this or has
taken some first steps
• Green Light: Our organization is fully on board
• Lights Out: If our organization is fully on board I do not know about it
Program

Red
Light

Yellow
Light

Green
Light

Does the organization analyze the comprehensive needs of
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) within your
geographic area as a part of programming assessment,
planning, and implementation?
Do you have specific criteria for issue identification and
campaign development that elevates race equity issues?
Does the organization set goals for race equity across program
areas that seek to name and address racial disparities and
harms?
Does the organization advocate and support the inclusion of
race equity issues when working in coalitions?
Do you have metrics, benchmarks, and indicators for measuring
the organization’s success?
Power
Does the organization have authentic and accountable
relationships with BIPOC individuals and organizations within
the region that provide input into your programs and advocacy?
Does the organization have BIPOC individuals as board
members (if applicable), director level and staff?
Are benchmarks around race equity incorporated into the annual
evaluation for the directors? All employees?
Does the organization ensure a pipeline that seeks the
leadership of BIPOC leaders and organizations become
decision-makers within your organization?
Does the organization raise adequate resources for its race
equity work?
Policies
Does the organization have anti-discrimination policies that
explicitly prohibit harassment of BIPOC members of the
organization?
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Is family defined in a way that supports all family formations,
including those beyond “traditional” or “nuclear” families?
Does the organization use affirmative action in hiring
processes?
Does the organization have benchmarks around leadership
development and retention of BIPOC individuals?
Do you periodically assess the disproportionate impact of
organizational policies on staff and/or constituents of the BIPOC
population?
People
Do your staff and board (if applicable) reflect the full spectrum of
BIPOC communities within the region?
Are white people supported and evaluated in deepening
knowledge and building skills around issues of white privilege
and anti-racist organizing either within or outside the
organization?
Does your organizational leadership have values-based
relationships with BIPOC leaders in the region that work towards
building long term alliances?
Are BIPOC individuals on staff supported in identifying and
participating in leadership development opportunities?
Are staff, board (if applicable), and leadership provided
organizational space, time, resources, and structure to discuss
and respond to issues of race equity within and outside your
organization?
Culture
Are the full identities of the BIPOC population (sexual
orientation, gender identity and expression, immigration status,
ability status, age, languages spoken, etc.) recognized,
respected, and taken into consideration in the development of
organizational culture?
Are the staff and board (if applicable) trained in interrupting
racism at organizational events and within the organization?
When the organization plans activities and events do you
consistently consider basic needs like childcare, interpretation,
food, proximity to transit lines, or time of day?
Is white culture treated as the norm? Are BIPOC employees
expected to assimilate into the existing organizational culture?
Do you consistently communicate to your members, leaders,
donors, and allies the race equity values and work that you do?
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